
Introduction

Statistics (STCS)

There is no denying that the cryptocurrency market has evolved considerably over the last 
few years. And it is plain to see that the market is literally flourishing, with many new curren-
cies being introduced over time, and more and more people making use of them for various 
kinds of transactions.

With this huge popularity of cryptocurrencies we also wanted to introduce a cryptocurrency 
that could offer a real deal to users, as well as ensure that there are great prospects for it. We 
thus created Statistics (STCS). 

Our goal has always been to revolutionize the market by means of Forex services that can 
make a difference. With STCS you will be able to carry out transactions against a very low 
commission, which we feel is practically negligible. 

We have plenty of things planned for the near future too, such as to further develop our 
website in order to ensure that we are consistently up to date with the vibrant market, as well 
as make STCS more widespread.

STCS will shortly be included in cryptocurrency exchanges and from then on it will be availa-
ble for use when carrying out FX payments. STCS can be used to send and receive transac-
tions, be it to friends and relatives and even for business transactions. 
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Introducing STCS

Our Plans for the Future

STCS is a decentralized cryptocurrency which is based on the BSC blockchain associated 
with the Fxmerge service. After the great success of Fxmerge we wanted to go a step further, 
and thereby started working on introducing STCS. 

As you are aware, Fxmerge is committed to offering high quality support to forex traders, 
in terms of statistics from trading accounts, as well as provide tools that can make trading 
much easier and considerably better. 

Fxmerge has become of key importance for many traders and for the forex community in 
general. The company was founded only a few months ago, but we are pleased that we have 
garnered considerable success and popularity even within this relatively short span of time. 
In fact, we are pleased to note that new users are joining daily and we are gaining more and 
more popularity over time.

Traders have been finding Fxmerge to be of great help and support, because rather than 
spending a lot of time trying to carry out manual analyses, Fxmerge offers the priceless 
possibility of gaining access to clear statistics effortlessly. These get generated once the trading 
performance of the user is downloaded from his or her account. The fact that Fxmerge ena-
bles users to register for this service for free is undeniably amazing. Besides it works with both 
Metatrader 4 and Metatrader 5. 

By now the forex market is made up of over 10 million traders from all over the world. With this 
impressive number of users we are aiming to make our goal as equally impressive because 
we feel that there is such a huge potential in this market. In fact we are aiming to have around 
2 million users start using the Fxmerge website.
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Our plan in this regard is that for each sale of a product through our store, there will be a fee 
of 15%. Of this, 5% will be allocated to all holders of the STCS token and there will be 10% of the 
fee allocated to the ongoing development of the website. 

This is a great incentive to have more users buy and use STCS. As you may be aware, most 
stores charge 20-25% for each product sold, and consequently our store will be more com-
petitive and it will offer better returns to users.

The next step will be to introduce STCS to other forex traders such as brokers, traders and 
other companies or individuals offering such services. This is an important goal as it will gra-
dually make STCS more popular and more widespread.

Gradually, STCS will also be included to various major exchanges available from all around 
the world. This will also comprise a commitment to the continuous promotion of STCS in order 
to encourage its use for payments and transactions.

During the coming year 2022-2023, we are also planning to introduce our wallet for Windows, 
iOS, and Android operating systems. Users will be able to download and install it on their 
computers, tablets, and smartphones. 

Fxmerge Development and Promotion

The Fee Breakdown

Further Promotion of STCS

The Wallet

In view of this we are aiming to further work on the continuous development and expansion 
of our website. While we are very pleased with what we have managed to achieve so far, 
especially considering that this was garnered within a very short period of time, we do not 
want to stop there. We believe that a commitment to continuous improvements of the websi-
te are of the essence. 

A key part of this is the creation of our own store where customers will have the possibility of 
selling their own forex tools and services, as well as pay by means of our STCS cryptocurrency. 
Besides being a great opportunity for users, this will also help to further improve the popula-
rity of our website. 
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Token name: 

Symbol: 

Max supply:

Network: 

Contract:

Statistics

STCS

10,000,000,000 STCS

Binance Smart Chain (BEP20)

0x800d2fc288e6a72b92b0692ef520afb0d4c7f63c

65% PancakeSwap 
Liquidity

11% locked token for the entire 
STCS community

20% of the supply has been
 reserved to the token holders

4% of the supply has 
been reserved for marketing 

Conclusion

Tokenomics

We know that there are thousands of cryptocurrencies out there, and you may be asking what 
is it that will encourage users to opt for STCS. What is it that makes STCS so unique, or different?  

Our focus has always been to ensure that we truly offer a real deal. And considering that the 
fees are so low, and truly competitive, it is already a very good reason to opt for STCS. Additio-
nally, you will receive a share of the profits from our forex store. Every month, additional STCS 
will go directly to your wallet, and until then the price of STCS will increase for our community.

The Statistics coin shall be known by the symbol STCS. The maximum supply shall be of 
10,000,000,000. We locked 11% tokens for a period of 12 months. We plan to spend this period 
to further develop the website. Once the 12 months period elapses, they will be unlocked and 
made available for the STCS community. You can find more information about the 11% locked 
tokens hereunder  

We encourage you to invest carefully and wisely – the key to success is to choose trusted 
projects such as this, and by doing so you will be building an STCS community with us. We 
welcome you on board and look forward to mutual success.

https://www.team.finance/view-coin/0x800D2FC288E6a72b92B0692EF520Afb0d4c7F63c?name=Statistics&symbol=STCS

https://bscscan.com/token/0x800d2fc288e6a72b92b0692ef520afb0d4c7f63c?a=0x0c89c0407775dd89b12918b9c0aa42bf96518820
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